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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome!  As a Training Officer it is a humbling experience to be in the position to provide a positive influence in someone’s life and career.  In the next two days we are going to apply all of your own experiences and knowledge (fire-related, work-related, life-related) and apply them to the function of your department’s Training Lead or Officer.Thank you for giving-up your weekend to be here today.Read: Special Topics Chapter 13 “Training Officer's Desk Reference” (2016).  International Society of Fire Service Instructors 



To apply a leadership 
philosophy to the training 
function of small fire 
departments. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the Chief of every department is the ultimate organizational leader, the training officer exerts a tremendous amount of influence within the organization. We are here to discuss ways to leverage that influence; your knowledge and experience to achieve your organizational goals! 



Introductions! 
 What are your goals and expectations? 
 Name 
 Department 
 Years of service 
 
Administrative Matters 
 Class roster  
 Final exam 
 Training Manual Format and Class Schedule 
 Safety Plan!  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safety Plan Required by Title 19Safety Procedures, Emergency Notification, First Aid Equipment, and Medical Facilities.



Unit 1 – Overview    
& Leadership 
 

Unit 4 – Financial 
Management 
 

Unit 2 – Legal   
Issues 
 

Unit 5 – Making 
Training Work  
 

Unit 3 – Training 
Assessments 
 

Unit 6 – Delivery      
& Evaluation 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Course Schedule is in your Student Manual page ix.These are the 6 areas that we are going to discuss in the next 2 days. We will cover three units on each of the two days we are together.



To fulfill the role of the fire 
department Training Officer 
by influencing others to 
achieve organizational goals 
and to facilitate change. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reading the goal for this unit, what word or idea stands out most for you?



Formal Role: 
The fire department Training Officer is 
responsible for the management and 
operation of the Training Function and its 
programs. 
 
What is your Informal Role?  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mind Map duties of the “Formal Role” of a training officer SM 1-5Motivation – catalyst for change – Visions  - (Duties include: course scheduler, instructor and resource finder, paperwork chaser and document filer. Provides an evaluation and analysis of training programs and the training needs of the department/region.   Mind map the Informal Role: “Culture Keeper”Reinforce organizational culture, history and values!Adopt to new technologies and equipment through trainingFulcrum of change in the department (balance between the status quo and any change initiatives).Interrupt change initiatives in the context of the organizational values and vision. Model the behavior you want reflected in your organization 



Culture Keeper? 
 
Culture is a pattern of behavior that includes 
thought, speech, action, artifacts and the 
ability to pass knowledge and values along. 
 
Culture is reinforces itself! 
 
 
 

Why is it so hard to 
change culture? 



Activity 1.2 
 

Identification of Training 
Challenges for Small Fire 

Departments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Sheet in Student Manual page 1-11



How do you define the term? 
What does it look like? 
Are all leadership styles the same?   

What is Leadership? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defined:Process of influencing others toward the achievement of organizational goalsVideo: Michael Zigarelli (5 minutes)  Mind Map participant terms.10 Leadership Theories:Great Man TheoryThe Trait Theory of LeadershipThe Skills TheoryThe Style Theory The Situational Leadership TheoryContingency TheoryTransactional LeadershipTransformational LeadershipLeader-Member Exchange Theory Servant Leadership Theory Authentic Leadership Theory – Positive self-concepts & promotes openness-- honest and relationships which value employee input and built on an ethical foundation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKUPDUDOBVo


“The function of leadership is to produce                 
more leaders, not more followers.” 

  
Ralph Nader 

 

What are leadership qualilities? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mind map: responses to qualities of a leader Before the videoOverhead Questions:Can you name a dynamic and effective leader in public service or in the fire service?What makes this person stand out as a leader?Video: David Marquet (Video 10 minutes) “Intent vs Orders”  Give-up control to create leadersAfter the VideoOverhead Questions:What are you Moral and Ethical responsibilities?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYKH2uSax8U


 Defines what your organization does. 
 Defines management philosophy of 

organization. 

Every organization should have a 
mission statement. 
 

The mission of the OSFM is to protect life 
and property through the development and 
application of fire prevention engineering, 

education and enforcement.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mission Statements are cultural artifacts of your organizationThe mission statement is a definition. Definitions builds a fence around who is on the inside and who is on the outside.  It defines who we are! Common Fire-Related Mission Elements:Promote life safetyReduce loss of life and propertyProvide effective and efficient fire suppressionRecognize dedication of membersPrepare for the future, but never forget the past



Think of Value Statements as the philosophy 
of success around here: 
 Training firefighters is our most important 

business. 
 Firefighters who perform the rescue 

tomorrow were trained here today. 
 If you think training is expensive and time-

consuming, check out the cost of 
ignorance. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mission of the Organization should be supported by a “Value Statement” from the Training Division.



What key issues or trends are now 
prevalent in fire and emergency services 
agencies? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mind map relevant trends.Examples:Suppression technologyHazardous materialsConfined space rescueSafety--two in/two outIncident Safety OfficerFlashover simulationOverhead Question:As the fire department Training Officer, what is the importance of recognizing these issues and trends?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Sheet in Student Manual page 1-15



 Responsible for training designed to 
maximize the efficiency of the organization, 
to reduce risk, and to improve safety. 

 Ongoing assessments and evaluations must 
be completed. 

 The fire service must train continually to 
maintain, update, and comply with new 
technology and regulations. 

Leadership is a process of influencing others 
toward the achievement of organizational goals. 
 



Mission 
 Mission statement defines what an 

organization does and its management 
philosophy. 

 Training division value statement 
communicates and defines the philosophy 
of success for the training program. 



Change 
 Effective leaders are catalysts for change. 
 Change may not come easily or quickly.  
 Expect resistance to change as a necessary 

part of the change process. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Legal Liability is real-- no matter who you are!We focus here on ethics, and doing the right thing!We will discuss how to lower your liability profile,Through documentation!



To identify ethical and 
legal issues affecting 
training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Legal Disclaimer:  This section of the class by no means constitutes a legal opinion or legal advice.  Any legal issues or cases discussed in this lecture are for illustrative purposes only (LOL)!   



The five basic principles of  
ethics for organizations: 
 Purpose  
 Pride 
 Patience 
 Persistence 
 Perspective 

SFT: Ethical Leadership in the Classroom 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student Manual Page 2-4 The Five basic Principles are defined here from Kenneth Blanchard (1988) the Power of Ethical Management”. See the Firefighter Code of Ethics in the beginning of your Student Manual (page xi)OSFM Instructor Code of Ethics in Student Supplement Ethical behavior reduces liability!  Always do the right thing!

http://osfm.fire.ca.gov/training/pdf/Instructors%20Corner/InstructorCodeofEthics-Conduct.pdf


 Recognize that the fire service has a 
special public trust 

 Set the tone for ethical and legal decisions 
 Model the expected behavior 
 Lead through the minefields 

Gordon Graham 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PROVIDING LEADERSHIP FOR ETHICAL BEHAVIORMotivated toward self-education.Read professional journals.Take classes on ethical issues.Develop a code for the Training Function.Reward employees for telling the truth.Produce accurate and timely records.Accept responsibility for communicating information that may be uncomfortable to the recipient.Video” Gordon Graham (15 minutes) High Risk/Low Frequency events with Non-Discretionary Time to decide.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Og9Usv82CdU&list=PLibQEnok0NUFhM-VaoLy0O9yKHEGcAaFJ


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Sheet Student Manual, page 2-19 



Discrimination: 
People or groups of people 
treated differently because of 
some characteristic (e.g., age, 
race, sex, orientation, religion, 
marital status, national origin). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ethical behavior lays the foundation for the legal issues we are about to discuss.Can you cite from your own knowledge a legal issue relating to personnel matters?  (What about feeding a black firefighter dog food?)Discrimination Issues:Race or national originMaternity and family medical leaveAgeReligionDisability



 Train all personnel to the minimum level of 
competency required by applicable 
regulations. 

 Your Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's) 
or Standard Operating Guideline (SOG’s) 

 Fire departments must deliver and certify 
adequate and timely training based on 
applicable standards. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Departments can be cited for lack of training, documentation, or compliance.If your agency adopts a standard or guideline it can be enforced. Develop a compliance plan that deals with your department's greatest needsHave a realistic view of your department's capabilitiesTrain to minimum competency using safe practices.Trainer liability--failure to do so.Example: Just recently– a 16 year old firefighter was killed in an interior fire attack.



Occupational Safety and Health 
Act (OSHA). 
Responsibility for compliance 
rests with employers. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSHA is an example of Federal and State Regulations covering employee health and safety.OSHA is restrictive, and California can be even more restrictive.



 Protect employees from accidental 
injury or harm. 

Not "nice to do"; they must be 
enforced. 

 If you violate OSHA regulations, 
legal action can be taken. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAL OSHA Regulations: Title 8 California Code of Regulations Section 1504, 1539-1543.Confined Space RescueTrench RescueBecome familiar with EPA 311



Access to personnel files 
Drug and alcohol testing 
Copyright/Plagiarism 

© 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintain a high level of privacy for your personnel.Copyright/Plagiarism -  What is “Fair Use?”Examples: Social Media Policies, Drone aircraft Policy 



Although not mandated unless 
adopted by the Authority Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJ), regulatory agencies 
are beginning to require compliance. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Industry standards can be used as a legal metric for what you (and your department) should be doing.NFPA is but one, International Code Council, medical profession, trucking industry can all apply to a nationally recognized “Industry Standard” OSFM incorporates standards by reference we do not adopt NFPA! 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liability means legal responsibility for one's acts or omissions. Failure of a person or entity to meet that responsibility leaves him/her/it open to a lawsuit for any resulting damages or a court order to perform. In order to win a lawsuit the suing party requires to provide evidence of the duty to act, the failure to fulfill that duty, and the connection (proximate cause) of that failure to some injury or harm to the suing party.Vicarious Liability (sometimes called "imputed liability,“) attaches responsibility to a person for harm or damages caused by another person in either a negligence lawsuit or criminal prosecution. Thus, an employer of an employee who injures someone through negligence while in the scope of employment (doing work for the employer) is vicariously liable for damages to the injured person.Circles back to CAL OSHA doesn’t it?



Failure to do something that a 
reasonable and prudent person 
would do, or doing something that 
a reasonable and prudent person 
would not do. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elements of negligence:Duty--owed or assumedBreach of that dutyCausationDamage



 
Perform your duties within 
reasonable guidelines or 
established standards, and 
document what you did. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your only defense is that you were doing the right thing, performing at an industry standard as you were trained to do!



Method of instruction 
Compromise safety for realistic 
training 

 Liability defenses 
 Responsibility for injuries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does the liability issue impact a training officer?After a serious injury or death– there will be an investigation– training records will be pulled including your own!Your qualifications as an instructor can be questioned!Never misrepresent yourself or your abilities! 



Minimizing legal liability: 
 Meet moral and Ethical obligations 
 Do the right thing! 
 Have documentation to prove it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Has your department experienced legal issues?Training and training documentation reduces legal liability. Overhead Question:How do you protect yourself?Department and City’s Insurance policy orTake out “liability” insurance or at the very minimum an “Errors & Omission” policy 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Sheet Student manual page 2-21



 Satisfy legal requirements. 
 Reduce liability exposure. 
 Verify certification. 
 Justify additional resources. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So our best defense is to proactively document everything!Documentation needs to be:CompletePertinentAccurateTimelyNeatVerify: Who attendedType and amount of trainingWhen and where training occurredConditions of trainingTraining outcomes



Class Roster & Daily Attendance 
Calendar of Events 
 Student Assignment and Progress 
 Taskbooks 
 Instructor Qualifications/Resume 
 Summative Tests 
 

SFT: Record Retention 4 years 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point you should be asking if yourself do you want to manage all of these records in hard copy files or electronically?Depending on the number of personnel, you may want to consider subscribing to a learning management system.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Sheet Student manual page 2-23



 Legislation and governmental regulations 
increase exposure to liability. 

 Performing training within standards reduces 
this exposure. 

 Documentation reduces exposure by proving 
what happened. 

 Documentation can be used in a needs 
assessment for training in the fire 
department. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are liable for the training you should be doing-- how do you know what that training should be?



To implement an 
ongoing proactive 
process to identify 
departmental 
training needs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being able to protect yourself and your department from potential liability is where a training needs assessment becomes important to you! 



 How do you determine training needs for 
your organization? 

 What will happen to your proposal and 
recommendation without management 
commitment? 

 How will you get the resources to analyze 
needs without management support?  

 How to do a Needs Assessment! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video: Training Needs Analysis (2013) Hendri Tobing (3 minutes)INFLUENCE FOR NEW TRAINING PROGRAMInternal considerations People ProductsCommunity Considerations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3cSAjHDeag


Step #1:  Specify the Problem 
Step #2:  Identify the "Gap"  
Step #3:  Analyze the Gap 
Step #4:  Recommendations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is our standard or our goal compared to what we are actually doing?Gap = where we are falling shortAre we performing efficiently?Are we performing effectively?



Observation 
 Interviews 
Questionnaires &Tests 
 Focus Groups 
Document Review: 
◦ Job analysis  
◦ Performance review 
◦ Records and reports study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don ‘t fall into the trap:Solving the wrong problemUsing the wrong solutionIs the problem/need training?Is the problem/need motivational?Is the problem/need environmental?



Audience Analysis: 
 Academic 
 Personal and social factors 
 Job performance requirements 
◦  Task to be performed 
◦  Tools and equipment for task 
◦  Evaluation parameters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The four column chart on SM 3-6 is a good way to make a comparative analysis.Audience Analysis:Academic- what is the academic background of your people?Personal and social factors- demographic information, age, maturity, reading level, SME background, completion of specialized trainingJob performance requirements (NFPA) Task to be performed Tools and equipment for task Evaluation parameters



 Where training is needed. 
 Where a specific practice is needed. 
 Where organizational change is needed. 
 Where motivational change is needed. 
 How to cope with environmental obstacles 

and constraints. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some recommendations for you to consider when preparing your written training assessment.Use SMART to help guide you:S- specificM- measurableA- actionableR-realisticT- time bound



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Student Manual page 
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To justify the fire 
department’s 
training budget.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The needs analysis you just accomplished can then be used as a justification of your training budget!  We are starting to come around full circle here!



The art of directing the wise use of 
money to accomplish a purpose. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definitions provide boundaries around the activity.  How many Chief Officers and Administrative staff have gotten into legal trouble here?This also circles back to our discussion of ethics.



 Planning 
 Budget preparation 
 Budget justification 
Adoption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overhead Question:What is a budget year?Business may be a calendar yearState and Local Government- Fiscal year July to June 31.Federal Government-  October 1 to September 30.Budget justification= what does the community need?  A question we asked in the assessment earlier. 



Sample 4 Column 
Budget with Notes 
Column  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overhead Question:What is a budget year?Business may be a calendar yearState and Local Government- Fiscal year July to June 31.Federal Government-  October 1 to September 30.Budget justification= what does the community need?  A question we asked in the assessment earlier. 



Budget pressures have forced fire 
departments to consider reducing 
services, increasing efficiency, or 
finding alternative funding sources. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the Local Training Officer (LTO) assumes a leadership role and suggests funding alternatives for other parts of the department, this may free some current resources for use in training



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity in Student Manual page 4-11



 Secure more funds through 
grants and interagency 
agreements. 

Make better use of available 
funds by reducing waste and 
redundancy. 

 Reduce expenditures:  
prioritize budget line items. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revenue Sources:Local sources for fundingGovernment sourcesPrivate sources



 Federal Register 
 Commerce Business Daily 
 Foundation Grants to Individuals 
 Guide to Federal Funding for Government 

and Nonprofits 
 Annual Register of Grant Support: A 

Directory of Funding Sources 
 The Foundation Directory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding how the money flows is critical to the success of finding funding!Draw a Funding Map Government FundsFederal – State – LocalPrivate FundsCorporate Grants and Giving programs reduce pretax income!Unless your department is a designated non-profit by the IRS--Private Foundation Funding – use a local community foundation or other non-profit to accept funds and make purchases for the fire department.What are some of the grant programs that you are aware of?  AFG, SAFER, Hazard  Mitigation, Community Development Block Grants 



 Revenue projection 
 Legality 
Acceptability 
 Ethics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support for new revenue sources- Be aware of strings attached!Internal Management support FirefightersExternal Public Local government





A knowledge of financial 
management is essential to 
managing resources. 

 The financial management cycle 
involves planning, budget 
preparation, budget justification, 
and adoption. 



 A budget is a plan that defines the goals of 
an organization and how it intends to achieve 
them. 

 Fire departments must consider methods of 
increasing their efficiency, reducing services, 
and finding alternative funding services. 
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To apply 
leadership skills 
to all aspects of a 
functional training 
program. 



Marketing in a business environment 
is the creation and delivery of a 
standard of living. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finding out what customers want (who are your customers?)Planning and developing a product or service that satisfies those wantsDetermining the best method to price the product, promote the product, and deliver the productHOW MUCH EFFORT ARE YOU GOING TO PUT INTO MARKETING YOU TRAINING DIVISION AND MAKING IT WORK?



Identify your Audience: 
 Chiefs 
 New members 
 Veteran members 
 Union or Labor Groups 
 Special groups or committees 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also consider: Past chiefsWant-to-be chiefsCurrent chiefsVeteran members and younger membersIndividual company within larger organization



Marketing involves motivation 
Helps buy acceptance 
Helps open minds of skeptics 
Critical element for new 
concepts, procedures, or 
changes to existing operations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your marketing plan has to appeal to the broad interest of your target group.How do you motivate others to accept your “training” product?



 Post training notices. 
 Post or advertise in department 
newsletter the title of the lesson and 
the objectives to be accomplished.  If 
the drill is hose testing, say so. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be creative!  The extra effort to design and develop training notices will emphasize the commitment and importance of the training involved! 



 Close out training session with 
teaser of what next drill or training 
will be. 

 Get members to assist you with 
apparatus, equipment, training 
props. 

 Adults like to learn new skills. 

Engage Your Team! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ENGAGE YOUR AUDIENCE!Open with clear learning objectives.Close with summary of objectives and reinforce that learning took place.Video: Ken Wright (3.5 minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZA94smSkQg


• Practical training exercises should be 
done with same safety procedures we 
expect at an emergency. 

• Safety Officers. 
• Safety considerations emphasized.  
• Safety briefings prior to live fire training 

or other evolutions that pose special 
risk. 

Safety is a prime consideration 
in all aspects of training! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What types of injuries have your department or neighboring departments experienced during training?This is a National Conversation--Dr. Burton Clark! Fallen Firefighter Foundation, and the Unions.



Firefighter Fatalities in The United States - 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What types of injuries have your department or neighboring departments experienced during training?This is a National Conversation--Dr. Burton Clark! Fallen Firefighter Foundation, and the Unions.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What types of injuries have your department or neighboring departments experienced during training?This is a National Conversation--Dr. Burton Clark! Fallen Firefighter Foundation, and the Unions.



Safety Plan required by OSFM 
Title 19 California Code of Regulations, 
Section 1990.06 
Safety Procedures, Emergency Notification, First 
Aid Equipment, and Medical Facilities. 
 
As the department Training Officer, what safety 
precautions could you initiate to enhance safety 
during the practical application phase of 
training? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mind map safety considerations and ideas!



Introduction 
 Conflict is normal. 
 Conflict may be productive if it can be 
resolved and common interest united. 

 Resolution of a conflict ultimately 
should serve the best interests of the 
organization. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conflict over facts or dataConflicts over methods or policyConflict over values and philosophies



Avoiding 
Accommodating 
Compromising 
Competing 
Collaborating 

What is your need? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video: Conflict Resolution (3.5 minutes)Have participants read Strategies in the Manual, Page - SM 5-8Mind Map: Conflict resolution strategies and compare to the next slide?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KY5TWVz5ZDU


 Determine common interest or goals. 
 Express each side's concerns and interest. 
 Develop criteria for a good solution. 
 Generate action ideas and develop 

solutions. 
 Agree to solution, timeframes, goals, and 

what action will be required. 
 Implement suggestions and evaluate 

results. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It appears that most of us got these on our mind map.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Sheet Student Manual page 5-13



 Internal marketing motivates and 
encourages participation. 

 Safety during training must be practiced 
as if it is an actual emergency. 

 Conflict resolution is an important 
consideration when it affects the training 
program. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From your needs assessment and within the boundaries of your approved budget, and with the knowledge that you have a legal requirement for proficiency training you can now begin to identify the resources at your disposal. 



To successfully 
manage training 
delivery and to 
evaluate the 
effectiveness of 
classes and training 
program. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluation is the final piece of this process.  The evaluations can be used in your needs assessment, budget justification, and you have come full circle! 



Curriculum Options 
1. Develop your own Lesson Plans 
 SFT format 
 DHS curriculum guidelines  

2. Adopt and amend another   
    curriculum or program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A significant amount of time must be devoted to the development of training curricula. Development of curricula and media is costly and time-consuming.Distribute Terminal & Enabling Objectives Handout!Every training session should be delivered from a lesson plan or plan of presentation.Even other curriculum requires time to adjust, amend, and prepare for.SFT is providing Course Plans– Instructors are required to develop lesson plans from the Course Plan!



Fire Industry 
  National Fire Academy (NFA) 
  International Association of Fire 
 Chiefs (IAFC) 
   International Association of Fire       
    Fighters (IAFF) 
   National Volunteer Fire Council   
 (NVFC) 
  National Fire Heritage Center (NFHC) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Publisher materials coincide with NFPA standards and OSFM course plans.Many will provide: student manuals, instructor guides, PowerPoint, video, test banks, and on-line learning management systems.  

http://www.thenfhc.org/


National Publishers Materials 
  National Fire Protection Association 
 (NFPA) 
  International Fire Service Training 
 Association (IFSTA) 
  International Code Council (ICC) 
  Jones & Bartlett 
  CMC Rescue, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Publisher materials coincide with NFPA standards and OSFM course plans.Many will provide: student manuals, instructor guides, PowerPoint, video, test banks, and on-line learning management systems.  



Industry Materials 
  Utility (SMUD, PG&E, SCGE, etc.) 
  Oil and Gas Industry Associations 
  Vehicle Manufacturers 
  Chemical Manufacturers Association 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you can name it, there is an association for it! Great source for training materials and video’s.  Often shows testing under extreme conditions.The Questions you should ask yourself:Does the curricula match our needs?Does the timeframe for delivery fit?Do the curricula follow national professional standards?Will supplier provide a sample or loan to review?How will you use the material? Can media be used to introduce subject, develop subject, or summarize subject?



Manufactures Materials 
  Apparatus & Vehicles 
  Tools and Equipment 
  SCBA Manufacturers 
  Training props (Fireblast, Fire 
 Training Structures, etc.)  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check with manufacturer for training materials at the point of purchase, many will provide these resources free of charge with the hope of your department selecting their product for purchase.  



National Fire Training 
  National Wildfire Coordination    
   Group (NWCG) 
  National Incident Management      
   (NIMS) 
  National Fire Academy 
    
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follow the trail from Department of Homeland Security, FEMA, U.S. Fire Administration, National Fire Academy. Both training and funding follow the same organizational trail.   National Fire Academy (NFA)--most 2-day courses are developed, pilot tested, and made available for purchase.Contact SFT for course information and assistance!Currently 40 different subject titles available. 



California Fire Training 
  California Specialized training   
 Institute (CSTI)     
  California Governors Office of  
   Emergency Services (CAL OES) 
  California State Firefighters      
   Association (CSFA) 
  State Fire Training (SFT)  
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain how resources are exchanged between Federal, and local levels.



Office of the State Fire Marshal 
State Fire Training 
  Course Information and Required     
   Materials (CIRM) 
  Instructor Resources (Course Plans,    
   Activity Sheets, Taskbooks) 
  SFT course materials  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tour Website for all these resources!

http://osfm.fire.ca.gov/training/training.php


Build flexibility into training delivery! 
 
Prepare an alternate (Plan B) class for 
any training activity that may be 
affected by weather, equipment 
availability, or other factors. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SchedulingSize of classFacilitiesObtaining instructors



 Have logistical issues been addressed? 
 Has a safety plan been developed? 
 Is facility ready and accessible? 
 Is audiovisual equipment ready? 
 Are Instructor Guides (IG's) and Student 
Manuals (SM's) reproduced? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As T.O. You wear many hats- your are the stage manager for the big production! 



Evaluation considerations should include two 
major functions of training program: 
   Process evaluation 
   Impact evaluation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whatever your proposal– beginning with a need statement, justification and program plan– evaluation is linked back to the success of your proposal!  Evaluations should have some metric involved! 



 Also known as program monitoring 
 Documents that a program provided 
some service, nature of service, and 
who completed it 

 Measures extent of program's 
activity 
◦  Number of students attending 
◦  Hours spent on training 
◦  Budget details 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluations should have some metric involved! 



 Answers questions 
 Measures performance and change 
 Measures behavior change 
 Can use pretests and posttests 
 Can measure observable changes in 
behavior 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluation of individual or team success in meeting established objectives or job performance   Written examination   Oral questioning   Practical evaluation



 How effective is the program? 
 What do you do with curricula once goals  

have been met and objectives accomplished? 
 What should be done if program is not 

meeting goals and objectives? 
 What should be done if evaluation identifies 

weaknesses in curricula? 
 What should be done if material is failing to 

meet program needs? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your training calendar is a great record of your accomplishments- and can be used to put together a report or used in your assessment.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity Sheet Student Manual 6-11



 A fire department Training Officer 
should consider all options available 
to obtain training curricula and 
training media. 

 The training curricula should be 
evaluated to ensure it meets the 
needs of the organization and has 
appropriate objectives for the local 
audience. 



 An evaluation of both the product 
and impact of training programs 
should be done frequently enough 
to provide the Training Officer with 
guidance and direction for the 
training program. 
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The National Fire Academy TRAINING OPERATIONS IN SMALL DEPARTMENTS





Welcome!  



As a Training Officer it is a humbling experience to be in the position to provide a positive influence in someone’s life and career.  



In the next two days we are going to apply all of your own experiences and knowledge (fire-related, work-related, life-related) and apply them to the function of your department’s Training Lead or Officer.



Thank you for giving-up your weekend to be here today.



Read: Special Topics Chapter 13 “Training Officer's Desk Reference” (2016).  International Society of Fire Service Instructors 

*









To apply a leadership philosophy to the training function of small fire departments.



While the Chief of every department is the ultimate organizational leader, the training officer exerts a tremendous amount of influence within the organization. 

We are here to discuss ways to leverage that influence; your knowledge and experience to achieve your organizational goals! 

*









Introductions!

What are your goals and expectations?

Name

Department

Years of service



Administrative Matters

		Class roster 

		Final exam

		Training Manual Format and Class Schedule

		Safety Plan! 





Safety Plan Required by Title 19



Safety Procedures, 

Emergency Notification, 

First Aid Equipment, and 

Medical Facilities.

*









		Unit 1 – Overview    & Leadership
		Unit 4 – Financial Management


		Unit 2 – Legal   Issues
		Unit 5 – Making Training Work 


		Unit 3 – Training Assessments
		Unit 6 – Delivery      & Evaluation






The Course Schedule is in your Student Manual page ix.



These are the 6 areas that we are going to discuss in the next 2 days. 

We will cover three units on each of the two days we are together.

*









To fulfill the role of the fire department Training Officer by influencing others to achieve organizational goals and to facilitate change.



Reading the goal for this unit, what word or idea stands out most for you?

*









Formal Role:

The fire department Training Officer is responsible for the management and operation of the Training Function and its programs.



What is your Informal Role? 



Mind Map duties of the “Formal Role” of a training officer SM 1-5

Motivation – catalyst for change – Visions  - (Duties include: course scheduler, instructor and resource finder, paperwork chaser and document filer. 

Provides an evaluation and analysis of training programs and the training needs of the department/region.   



Mind map the Informal Role: “Culture Keeper”

		Reinforce organizational culture, history and values!

		Adopt to new technologies and equipment through training

		Fulcrum of change in the department (balance between the status quo and any change initiatives).

		Interrupt change initiatives in the context of the organizational values and vision. 

		Model the behavior you want reflected in your organization 



*









Culture Keeper?



Culture is a pattern of behavior that includes thought, speech, action, artifacts and the ability to pass knowledge and values along.



Culture is reinforces itself!





Why is it so hard to change culture?





*









Activity 1.2



Identification of Training Challenges for Small Fire Departments



Activity Sheet in Student Manual page 1-11

*









How do you define the term?

What does it look like?

Are all leadership styles the same?  

What is Leadership?



Defined:

Process of influencing others toward the achievement of organizational goals



Video: Michael Zigarelli (5 minutes) 

 

Mind Map participant terms.



10 Leadership Theories:

		Great Man Theory

		The Trait Theory of Leadership

		The Skills Theory

		The Style Theory 

		The Situational Leadership Theory

		Contingency Theory

		Transactional Leadership

		Transformational Leadership

		Leader-Member Exchange Theory

		 Servant Leadership Theory

		 Authentic Leadership Theory – Positive self-concepts & promotes openness-- honest and relationships which value employee input and built on an ethical foundation.









*









“The function of leadership is to produce                 more leaders, not more followers.”

 

Ralph Nader

What are leadership qualilities?



Mind map: responses to qualities of a leader

 

Before the video

Overhead Questions:

Can you name a dynamic and effective leader in public service or in the fire service?

What makes this person stand out as a leader?



Video: David Marquet (Video 10 minutes) “Intent vs Orders”  Give-up control to create leaders



After the Video

Overhead Questions:

What are you Moral and Ethical responsibilities?

*









		Defines what your organization does.

		Defines management philosophy of organization.



Every organization should have a mission statement.

The mission of the OSFM is to protect life and property through the development and application of fire prevention engineering, education and enforcement. 



Mission Statements are cultural artifacts of your organization

The mission statement is a definition. Definitions builds a fence around who is on the inside and who is on the outside.  It defines who we are! 



Common Fire-Related Mission Elements:

Promote life safety

Reduce loss of life and property

Provide effective and efficient fire suppression

Recognize dedication of members

Prepare for the future, but never forget the past

*









Think of Value Statements as the philosophy of success around here:

		Training firefighters is our most important business.

		Firefighters who perform the rescue tomorrow were trained here today.

		If you think training is expensive and time-consuming, check out the cost of ignorance.





The Mission of the Organization should be supported by a “Value Statement” from the Training Division.





*









What key issues or trends are now prevalent in fire and emergency services agencies?



Mind map relevant trends.



Examples:

Suppression technology

Hazardous materials

Confined space rescue

Safety--two in/two out

Incident Safety Officer

Flashover simulation



Overhead Question:

As the fire department Training Officer, what is the importance of recognizing these issues and trends?





*











Activity Sheet in Student Manual page 1-15

*









		Responsible for training designed to maximize the efficiency of the organization, to reduce risk, and to improve safety.

		Ongoing assessments and evaluations must be completed.

		The fire service must train continually to maintain, update, and comply with new technology and regulations.



Leadership is a process of influencing others toward the achievement of organizational goals.





*









Mission

		Mission statement defines what an organization does and its management philosophy.

		Training division value statement communicates and defines the philosophy of success for the training program.







*









Change

		Effective leaders are catalysts for change.

		Change may not come easily or quickly. 

		Expect resistance to change as a necessary part of the change process.







*
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Legal Liability is real-- no matter who you are!

We focus here on ethics, and doing the right thing!

We will discuss how to lower your liability profile,

Through documentation!

*









To identify ethical and legal issues affecting training



Legal Disclaimer:  This section of the class by no means constitutes a legal opinion or legal advice.  Any legal issues or cases discussed in this lecture are for illustrative purposes only (LOL)!   

*









The five basic principles of 

ethics for organizations:

		Purpose 

		Pride

		Patience

		Persistence

		Perspective



SFT: Ethical Leadership in the Classroom



Student Manual Page 2-4 

The Five basic Principles are defined here from Kenneth Blanchard (1988) the Power of Ethical Management”. 



See the Firefighter Code of Ethics in the beginning of your Student Manual (page xi)



OSFM Instructor Code of Ethics in Student Supplement 



Ethical behavior reduces liability!  Always do the right thing!



*









		Recognize that the fire service has a special public trust

		Set the tone for ethical and legal decisions

		Model the expected behavior

		Lead through the minefields



Gordon Graham



PROVIDING LEADERSHIP FOR ETHICAL BEHAVIOR



Motivated toward self-education.

Read professional journals.

Take classes on ethical issues.

Develop a code for the Training Function.

Reward employees for telling the truth.

Produce accurate and timely records.

Accept responsibility for communicating information that may be uncomfortable to the recipient.



Video” Gordon Graham (15 minutes) High Risk/Low Frequency events with Non-Discretionary Time to decide.

*











Activity Sheet Student Manual, page 2-19 

*









Discrimination:

People or groups of people treated differently because of some characteristic (e.g., age, race, sex, orientation, religion, marital status, national origin).



Ethical behavior lays the foundation for the legal issues we are about to discuss.

Can you cite from your own knowledge a legal issue relating to personnel matters?  (What about feeding a black firefighter dog food?)



Discrimination Issues:

Race or national origin

Maternity and family medical leave

Age

Religion

Disability

*









		Train all personnel to the minimum level of competency required by applicable regulations.

		Your Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's) or Standard Operating Guideline (SOG’s)

		Fire departments must deliver and certify adequate and timely training based on applicable standards.





Departments can be cited for lack of training, documentation, or compliance.

If your agency adopts a standard or guideline it can be enforced. 

Develop a compliance plan that deals with your department's greatest needs

Have a realistic view of your department's capabilities

Train to minimum competency using safe practices.

Trainer liability--failure to do so.



Example: Just recently– a 16 year old firefighter was killed in an interior fire attack.





*









Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA).

Responsibility for compliance rests with employers.



OSHA is an example of Federal and State Regulations covering employee health and safety.

OSHA is restrictive, and California can be even more restrictive.

*









		Protect employees from accidental injury or harm.

		Not "nice to do"; they must be enforced.

		If you violate OSHA regulations, legal action can be taken.





CAL OSHA Regulations: 



Title 8 California Code of Regulations Section 1504, 1539-1543.

Confined Space Rescue

Trench Rescue



Become familiar with EPA 311

*









		Access to personnel files

		Drug and alcohol testing

		Copyright/Plagiarism



©



Maintain a high level of privacy for your personnel.



Copyright/Plagiarism -  What is “Fair Use?”



Examples: Social Media Policies, Drone aircraft Policy 

*









Although not mandated unless adopted by the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ), regulatory agencies are beginning to require compliance.



Industry standards can be used as a legal metric for what you (and your department) should be doing.

NFPA is but one, International Code Council, medical profession, trucking industry can all apply to a nationally recognized “Industry Standard” 

OSFM incorporates standards by reference we do not adopt NFPA! 

*











Liability means legal responsibility for one's acts or omissions. 



Failure of a person or entity to meet that responsibility leaves him/her/it open to a lawsuit for any resulting damages or a court order to perform. 



In order to win a lawsuit the suing party requires to provide evidence of the duty to act, the failure to fulfill that duty, and the connection (proximate cause) of that failure to some injury or harm to the suing party.



Vicarious Liability (sometimes called "imputed liability,“) attaches responsibility to a person for harm or damages caused by another person in either a negligence lawsuit or criminal prosecution. Thus, an employer of an employee who injures someone through negligence while in the scope of employment (doing work for the employer) is vicariously liable for damages to the injured person.



Circles back to CAL OSHA doesn’t it?

*









Failure to do something that a reasonable and prudent person would do, or doing something that a reasonable and prudent person would not do.



Elements of negligence:

Duty--owed or assumed

Breach of that duty

Causation

Damage

*













Perform your duties within reasonable guidelines or established standards, and document what you did.



Your only defense is that you were doing the right thing, performing at an industry standard as you were trained to do!

*









		Method of instruction

		Compromise safety for realistic training

		Liability defenses

		Responsibility for injuries





How does the liability issue impact a training officer?

After a serious injury or death– there will be an investigation– training records will be pulled including your own!



Your qualifications as an instructor can be questioned!

Never misrepresent yourself or your abilities! 

*









Minimizing legal liability:

		Meet moral and Ethical obligations

		Do the right thing!

		Have documentation to prove it





Has your department experienced legal issues?



Training and training documentation reduces legal liability. 



Overhead Question:

How do you protect yourself?

Department and City’s Insurance policy or

Take out “liability” insurance or at the very minimum an “Errors & Omission” policy 

*











Activity Sheet Student manual page 2-21
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		Satisfy legal requirements.

		Reduce liability exposure.

		Verify certification.

		Justify additional resources.





So our best defense is to proactively document everything!



Documentation needs to be:

Complete

Pertinent

Accurate

Timely

Neat



Verify: 

Who attended

Type and amount of training

When and where training occurred

Conditions of training

Training outcomes

*









		Class Roster & Daily Attendance

		Calendar of Events

		Student Assignment and Progress

		Taskbooks

		Instructor Qualifications/Resume

		Summative Tests





SFT: Record Retention 4 years



At this point you should be asking if yourself do you want to manage all of these records in hard copy files or electronically?



Depending on the number of personnel, you may want to consider subscribing to a learning management system.

*











Activity Sheet Student manual page 2-23
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		Legislation and governmental regulations increase exposure to liability.

		Performing training within standards reduces this exposure.

		Documentation reduces exposure by proving what happened.

		Documentation can be used in a needs assessment for training in the fire department.







*
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If you are liable for the training you should be doing-- how do you know what that training should be?

*









To implement an ongoing proactive process to identify departmental training needs



Being able to protect yourself and your department from potential liability is where a training needs assessment becomes important to you! 

*









		How do you determine training needs for your organization?

		What will happen to your proposal and recommendation without management commitment?

		How will you get the resources to analyze needs without management support? 



 How to do a Needs Assessment!



Video: Training Needs Analysis (2013) Hendri Tobing (3 minutes)



INFLUENCE FOR NEW TRAINING PROGRAM

Internal considerations

 People

 Products

Community Considerations

*









Step #1:  Specify the Problem

Step #2:  Identify the "Gap" 

Step #3:  Analyze the Gap

Step #4:  Recommendations



What is our standard or our goal compared to what we are actually doing?

Gap = where we are falling short

Are we performing efficiently?

Are we performing effectively?



*









		Observation

		Interviews

		Questionnaires &Tests

		Focus Groups

		Document Review:



Job analysis 

Performance review

Records and reports study



Don ‘t fall into the trap:

Solving the wrong problem

Using the wrong solution

Is the problem/need training?

Is the problem/need motivational?

Is the problem/need environmental?

*









Audience Analysis:

		Academic

		Personal and social factors

		Job performance requirements



 Task to be performed

 Tools and equipment for task

 Evaluation parameters



The four column chart on SM 3-6 is a good way to make a comparative analysis.



Audience Analysis:

		Academic- what is the academic background of your people?

		Personal and social factors- demographic information, age, maturity, reading level, SME background, completion of specialized training

		Job performance requirements (NFPA)

		 Task to be performed

		 Tools and equipment for task

		 Evaluation parameters



*









		Where training is needed.

		Where a specific practice is needed.

		Where organizational change is needed.

		Where motivational change is needed.

		How to cope with environmental obstacles and constraints.





Some recommendations for you to consider when preparing your written training assessment.



Use SMART to help guide you:

S- specific

M- measurable

A- actionable

R-realistic

T- time bound

*











Activity Student Manual page 
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To justify the fire department’s training budget. 



The needs analysis you just accomplished can then be used as a justification of your training budget!  

We are starting to come around full circle here!

*









The art of directing the wise use of money to accomplish a purpose.



Definitions provide boundaries around the activity.  

How many Chief Officers and Administrative staff have gotten into legal trouble here?

This also circles back to our discussion of ethics.

*









		Planning

		Budget preparation

		Budget justification

		Adoption





Overhead Question:

What is a budget year?

Business may be a calendar year

State and Local Government- Fiscal year July to June 31.

Federal Government-  October 1 to September 30.



Budget justification= what does the community need?  A question we asked in the assessment earlier. 

*









Sample 4 Column Budget with Notes Column 



Overhead Question:

What is a budget year?

Business may be a calendar year

State and Local Government- Fiscal year July to June 31.

Federal Government-  October 1 to September 30.



Budget justification= what does the community need?  A question we asked in the assessment earlier. 

*









Budget pressures have forced fire departments to consider reducing services, increasing efficiency, or finding alternative funding sources.



If the Local Training Officer (LTO) assumes a leadership role and suggests funding alternatives for other parts of the department, this may free some current resources for use in training

*











Activity in Student Manual page 4-11
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		Secure more funds through grants and interagency agreements.

		Make better use of available funds by reducing waste and redundancy.

		Reduce expenditures:  prioritize budget line items.





Revenue Sources:

Local sources for funding

Government sources

Private sources

*









		Federal Register

		Commerce Business Daily

		Foundation Grants to Individuals

		Guide to Federal Funding for Government and Nonprofits

		Annual Register of Grant Support: A Directory of Funding Sources

		The Foundation Directory





Understanding how the money flows is critical to the success of finding funding!



Draw a Funding Map 

Government Funds

Federal – State – Local



Private Funds

Corporate Grants and Giving programs reduce pretax income!

Unless your department is a designated non-profit by the IRS--Private Foundation Funding – use a local community foundation or other non-profit to accept funds and make purchases for the fire department.



What are some of the grant programs that you are aware of?  AFG, SAFER, Hazard  Mitigation, Community Development Block Grants 

*









		Revenue projection

		Legality

		Acceptability

		Ethics





Support for new revenue sources- Be aware of strings attached!



Internal

 Management support

 Firefighters



External

 Public

 Local government

*













*









		A knowledge of financial management is essential to managing resources.

		The financial management cycle involves planning, budget preparation, budget justification, and adoption.







*









		A budget is a plan that defines the goals of an organization and how it intends to achieve them.

		Fire departments must consider methods of increasing their efficiency, reducing services, and finding alternative funding services.







*
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To apply leadership skills to all aspects of a functional training program.





*









Marketing in a business environment is the creation and delivery of a standard of living.





Finding out what customers want (who are your customers?)

Planning and developing a product or service that satisfies those wants

Determining the best method to price the product, promote the product, and deliver the product



HOW MUCH EFFORT ARE YOU GOING TO PUT INTO MARKETING YOU TRAINING DIVISION AND MAKING IT WORK?

*









Identify your Audience:

		Chiefs

		New members

		Veteran members

		Union or Labor Groups

		Special groups or committees





Also consider: 

Past chiefs

Want-to-be chiefs

Current chiefs

Veteran members and younger members

Individual company within larger organization

*









		Marketing involves motivation

		Helps buy acceptance

		Helps open minds of skeptics

		Critical element for new concepts, procedures, or changes to existing operations





Your marketing plan has to appeal to the broad interest of your target group.

How do you motivate others to accept your “training” product?

*









		Post training notices.

		Post or advertise in department newsletter the title of the lesson and the objectives to be accomplished.  If the drill is hose testing, say so.





Be creative!  

The extra effort to design and develop training notices will emphasize the commitment and importance of the training involved! 

*









		Close out training session with teaser of what next drill or training will be.

		Get members to assist you with apparatus, equipment, training props.

		Adults like to learn new skills.



Engage Your Team!



ENGAGE YOUR AUDIENCE!

Open with clear learning objectives.

Close with summary of objectives and reinforce that learning took place.



Video: Ken Wright (3.5 minutes)

*









Practical training exercises should be done with same safety procedures we expect at an emergency.

Safety Officers.

Safety considerations emphasized. 

Safety briefings prior to live fire training or other evolutions that pose special risk.

Safety is a prime consideration in all aspects of training!



What types of injuries have your department or neighboring departments experienced during training?



This is a National Conversation--Dr. Burton Clark! Fallen Firefighter Foundation, and the Unions.

*









Firefighter Fatalities in The United States - 2014



What types of injuries have your department or neighboring departments experienced during training?



This is a National Conversation--Dr. Burton Clark! Fallen Firefighter Foundation, and the Unions.

*











What types of injuries have your department or neighboring departments experienced during training?



This is a National Conversation--Dr. Burton Clark! Fallen Firefighter Foundation, and the Unions.

*









Safety Plan required by OSFM

Title 19 California Code of Regulations,

Section 1990.06

Safety Procedures, Emergency Notification, First Aid Equipment, and Medical Facilities.



As the department Training Officer, what safety precautions could you initiate to enhance safety during the practical application phase of training?



Mind map safety considerations and ideas!

*









Introduction

		Conflict is normal.

		Conflict may be productive if it can be resolved and common interest united.

		Resolution of a conflict ultimately should serve the best interests of the organization.





Conflict over facts or data

Conflicts over methods or policy

Conflict over values and philosophies

*









		Avoiding

		Accommodating

		Compromising

		Competing

		Collaborating



What is your need?



Video: Conflict Resolution (3.5 minutes)



Have participants read Strategies in the Manual, Page - SM 5-8



Mind Map: Conflict resolution strategies and compare to the next slide?

*









		Determine common interest or goals.

		Express each side's concerns and interest.

		Develop criteria for a good solution.

		Generate action ideas and develop solutions.

		Agree to solution, timeframes, goals, and what action will be required.

		Implement suggestions and evaluate results.





It appears that most of us got these on our mind map.

*











Activity Sheet Student Manual page 5-13
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		Internal marketing motivates and encourages participation.

		Safety during training must be practiced as if it is an actual emergency.

		Conflict resolution is an important consideration when it affects the training program.







*
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From your needs assessment and within the boundaries of your approved budget, and with the knowledge that you have a legal requirement for proficiency training you can now begin to identify the resources at your disposal. 

*









To successfully manage training delivery and to evaluate the effectiveness of classes and training program.



Evaluation is the final piece of this process.  

The evaluations can be used in your needs assessment, budget justification, and you have come full circle! 

*









Curriculum Options

1. Develop your own Lesson Plans

		SFT format

		DHS curriculum guidelines 



2. Adopt and amend another  

    curriculum or program



A significant amount of time must be devoted to the development of training curricula. 

Development of curricula and media is costly and time-consuming.



Distribute Terminal & Enabling Objectives Handout!

Every training session should be delivered from a lesson plan or plan of presentation.

Even other curriculum requires time to adjust, amend, and prepare for.

SFT is providing Course Plans– Instructors are required to develop lesson plans from the Course Plan!

*









Fire Industry

		  National Fire Academy (NFA)

		  International Association of Fire 	Chiefs (IAFC)

		   International Association of Fire      



    Fighters (IAFF)

		   National Volunteer Fire Council   	(NVFC)

		  National Fire Heritage Center (NFHC)





Publisher materials coincide with NFPA standards and OSFM course plans.

Many will provide: student manuals, instructor guides, PowerPoint, video, test banks, and on-line learning management systems.  

*









National Publishers Materials

		  National Fire Protection Association 	(NFPA)

		  International Fire Service Training 	Association (IFSTA)

		  International Code Council (ICC)

		  Jones & Bartlett

		  CMC Rescue, Inc. 





Publisher materials coincide with NFPA standards and OSFM course plans.

Many will provide: student manuals, instructor guides, PowerPoint, video, test banks, and on-line learning management systems.  

*









Industry Materials

		  Utility (SMUD, PG&E, SCGE, etc.)

		  Oil and Gas Industry Associations

		  Vehicle Manufacturers

		  Chemical Manufacturers Association

		





If you can name it, there is an association for it! Great source for training materials and video’s.  Often shows testing under extreme conditions.



The Questions you should ask yourself:

Does the curricula match our needs?

Does the timeframe for delivery fit?

Do the curricula follow national professional standards?

Will supplier provide a sample or loan to review?

How will you use the material? Can media be used to introduce subject, develop subject, or summarize subject?



*









Manufactures Materials

		  Apparatus & Vehicles

		  Tools and Equipment

		  SCBA Manufacturers

		  Training props (Fireblast, Fire 	Training Structures, etc.) 

		





Check with manufacturer for training materials at the point of purchase, many will provide these resources free of charge with the hope of your department selecting their product for purchase.  

*









National Fire Training

		  National Wildfire Coordination   



   Group (NWCG)

		  National Incident Management     



   (NIMS)

		  National Fire Academy



   

		





Follow the trail from Department of Homeland Security, FEMA, U.S. Fire Administration, National Fire Academy. Both training and funding follow the same organizational trail.   



National Fire Academy (NFA)--most 2-day courses are developed, pilot tested, and made available for purchase.

Contact SFT for course information and assistance!

Currently 40 different subject titles available. 



*









California Fire Training

		  California Specialized training   	Institute (CSTI)    

		  California Governors Office of 



   Emergency Services (CAL OES)

		  California State Firefighters     



   Association (CSFA)

		  State Fire Training (SFT) 



		





Explain how resources are exchanged between Federal, and local levels.

*









Office of the State Fire Marshal

State Fire Training

		  Course Information and Required    



   Materials (CIRM)

		  Instructor Resources (Course Plans,   



   Activity Sheets, Taskbooks)

		  SFT course materials 

		





Tour Website for all these resources!

*









Build flexibility into training delivery!



Prepare an alternate (Plan B) class for any training activity that may be affected by weather, equipment availability, or other factors.



Scheduling

Size of class

Facilities

Obtaining instructors

*









		Have logistical issues been addressed?

		Has a safety plan been developed?

		Is facility ready and accessible?

		Is audiovisual equipment ready?

		Are Instructor Guides (IG's) and Student Manuals (SM's) reproduced?





As T.O. You wear many hats- your are the stage manager for the big production! 

*









Evaluation considerations should include two major functions of training program:

		   Process evaluation

		   Impact evaluation





Whatever your proposal– beginning with a need statement, justification and program plan– evaluation is linked back to the success of your proposal!  



Evaluations should have some metric involved! 

*









		Also known as program monitoring

		Documents that a program provided some service, nature of service, and who completed it

		Measures extent of program's activity



 Number of students attending

 Hours spent on training

 Budget details



Evaluations should have some metric involved! 

*









		Answers questions

		Measures performance and change

		Measures behavior change

		Can use pretests and posttests

		Can measure observable changes in behavior





Evaluation of individual or team success in meeting established objectives or job performance

   Written examination

   Oral questioning

   Practical evaluation

*









		How effective is the program?

		What do you do with curricula once goals  have been met and objectives accomplished?

		What should be done if program is not meeting goals and objectives?

		What should be done if evaluation identifies weaknesses in curricula?

		What should be done if material is failing to meet program needs?





Your training calendar is a great record of your accomplishments- and can be used to put together a report or used in your assessment.  

*
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		A fire department Training Officer should consider all options available to obtain training curricula and training media.

		The training curricula should be evaluated to ensure it meets the needs of the organization and has appropriate objectives for the local audience.







*









		An evaluation of both the product and impact of training programs should be done frequently enough to provide the Training Officer with guidance and direction for the training program.







*









